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Outlook Web App/Access Productivity and Security 

Messageware Plus Pack 

Messageware Plus Pack is available for Exchange Server 
2003, 2007 and 2010. 

For a free trial or a live demo of the software call 
1-905-812-0638 today  
or go to www.messageware.com and click on the 
Free Trial button  

Enhanced productivity with outlook – like functionality 
Plus Pack seamlessly integrates key features such as versatile addressing, spell checking, advanced search 
capabilities, new mail notification and much more, transforming OWA into Outlook. 

Extending the functionality of the standard Outlook Web App client available on 
Exchange 2010; Messageware Plus Pack seamlessly integrates key features such 
as intuitive, Outlook-like addressing, Rolodex style address book, addressing from 
Public Folder and SharePoint contact lists and personal user dictionaries that will 
be available to the user everywhere. 
Further features incorporated in Plus Pack include an OWA Today page modeled 
after the Outlook Today page in Outlook Desktop Client, advanced customizable 
search capabilities, and Enhanced New Mail Notification that provides full 
navigational control over the disposition of a message without the requirement of 
switching to the OWA screen. 
 

Improve User Productivity by making OWA look 

and operate more like Desktop Outlook significantly 
improving the OWA user’s experience 

Roaming Personal Dictionary enables users to 

add and remove words in personal dictionaries – 
simplifying and enhancing Spell check. 

Advanced, Intuitive Addressing including 

enhancements such as a Rolodex style address book, 
addressing from Public Folder and SharePoint contact lists 

OWA Today Page modeled after the Outlook Today 

page in Outlook Desktop Client providing a summary of 
your appointments, a list of your tasks, and how many 
unread email messages you have 

Advanced Search Capabilities that give users 

the capability to search for recipients in the Corporate 
Global Address List using customizable search fields 

New Mail Notification that is highly functional and 

interactive providing the ability to easily see, read, reply, 
forward and delete new messages 
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